Rediscover your smile.

A beautiful healthy smile is important to a lot of people these days, but not everyone has such a smile from it’s own. A clean and white smile is everybody’s wish.
With the latest techniques in dentistry almost everything is possible and I can make it work for you. Healthy teeth that are naturally worn, chipped, crooked,
discoloured or have gaps due to missing teeth can detract from your smile and impair proper function. Treatment is totally individual and can range from a cleanup
to one or two veneers, combined with laser/UV teeth whitening and other techniques such as implants to full mouth restoration. All of which can dramatically
improve the appearance and functionality of your teeth. Following an initial consultation, I will prepare your own treatment and talk you through the process, the
timescales and the costs involved.

Advanced technology.
Digital Imaging: Using Zuma dental software enables us to remake your entire smile by
computer. Special diagnostics let us show you what can be done for you and how your
smile can be improved. A before and after image can be created without even touching
your teeth. Personal assistant software

pro enables us to show you animations of

procedures and techniques. With simple though fascinating computer animated designs
we show you how we do rootcanals, how a crown is fitted, how click prothesis works,
how implant structures are placed etc. By using Bio Digital human 3D we can show you
any pathology of head and neck in 3D. Using 3D expert pro enables us to make your
treatment plan in 3D and even make a movie of the proces.
Digital Photography: We regularly photograph our more complex and cosmetic cases
utilizing a state of the art digital reflex camera. This allows us to effectively communicate
with our laboratories online to help us create beautiful teeth and individual smile designs
as well as see many examples of the smile makeovers that we routinely do in our office.
Digital X-rays: We use digital x-rays. This amazing technology allows us, utilizing high
tech sensors, to view the x-ray images in 3 secionds on a 22- inch computer monitor
located directly at the chair. We don’t need to wait anymore to develop the films using
chemicals. The amount of radiation needed to expose these new digital images is
approximately one-fourth of the level needed prior to the digital format, so any concerns
about radiation exposure become minimized. Other advantages of going digital are our
ease of communicating online with laboratories and clinics.
Intra oral camera: We have an intra oral led camera which allows us to educate our

When we restore your dental health, we try to implement the cosmetic factor into the functional treatment plan. The occlusion and articulation needed is restored
and in meantime we can give you a really nice smile. All the software above is used together with our experience to make this happen. So we can regenerate a good
looking stable and good fucntional set of teeth. Some cases below.

You can reach us for a variety of treatments, including check ups, cleaning and polishing, bleaching, calculus removal, restorative dentistry, root canal treatment, total smile make
over, prosthetic solutions, lumineers, zirconium crowns and bridges, implant supported structures, smile treatment etc.
Consultations are only on fixed appointments so we are able to make quality time for you and reach out to full fill your needs. This allows us to plan more extensive treatment-time
whenever needed, for example, we can put several fillings in one session.
Our aim at the practice is to provide the best dental care that we can by only using the most current techniques in all aspects of dentistry and the best laboratories to fabricate the
restorations we place in your mouth. It is very important to me that my knowledge of current techniques and materials is maintained throughout the chain of supply.
Our goal is to provide preventive comprehensive dental care. When you first attend the practice we do a detailed examination of your teeth and gums. This enables us to set out a
treatment plan if necessary, to ensure that all the problems in your mouth are dealt with and potential problems are targeted. We take all the time you need to explain everything to
you, with special designed patient software so that you fully understand your current health status and the steps being taken to improve it. Of course nothing is carried out without
your consent and understanding. Click on Image below to download a 35 page pdf with dental make overs.
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